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Although the theories and potential applications of intermolecular multiple-quantum coherences
�iMQCs� have been under active investigations for over a decade, discussion of iMQC NMR signal
formation was mainly confined in the time domain. In this paper, a full line-shape theory was
developed to describe iMQC signals in the frequency domain. Relevant features of the line shape,
such as peak height, linewidth, and phase, were investigated in detail. Predictions based on the
theory agree well with experimental and simulated results. Since radiation-damping effects always
couple with iMQCs in highly polarized liquid-state NMR systems, and strongly radiation-damped
signals have many spectral characteristics similar to those of iMQCs, a detailed comparison was
also made between them from different spectral aspects. With detailed comparison of peak height,
linewidth, and phase, this work demonstrates that the iMQC and radiation-damping phenomena
result from two completely different physical mechanisms despite that both present similar signal
features and coexist in highly polarized liquid-state NMR systems. © 2005 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2001652�
I. INTRODUCTION

Since the correlation spectroscopy �COSY� revamped by
asymmetric z-gradients echo detection �CRAZED� sequence
was proposed, theories and applications of intermolecular
multiple-quantum coherences �iMQCs� have attracted a great
interest in the past decade.1–4 Similarly, multiple spin echoes
�MSEs� can be observed in highly polarized systems, e.g.,
solid He,5 liquid He,6 and water.7 Although iMQCs and
MSEs differ significantly in their forms, it has been shown
that both effects result from residual long-range intermolecu-
lar dipolar interactions. Either the quantum-mechanical
density matrix8–11 or classic dipolar field treatments12,13 can
interpret the physical characteristics of iMQC and MSE
effects. A series of applications have been tested in
magnetic resonance imaging �MRI�,3,14–17 structural
measurements,18,19 and high-resolution spectra in inhomoge-
neous fields.2,20–22

Both iMQCs and radiation damping cause previously
unexpected effects in spin echo and generate harmonic peaks
in two-dimensional NMR experiments.1,23,24 Radiation-
damping effects always couple with iMQCs in highly polar-
ized liquid-state NMR systems,25,26 and the envelopes of
iMQC time-domain signals are quite similar to those of the
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radiation-damped ones.8,27,28 Despite the fact that iMQC and
radiation-damping effects result in similar signal characteris-
tics and they coexist in samples with large magnetizations
�such as proteins in water or even pure water� at high mag-
netic fields, their physical mechanisms are totally different.

To the best of our knowledge, most iMQC studies are
confined to the time domain and the iMQC line shape in the
frequency domain has not been investigated yet. Therefore, a
mathematical derivation of iMQC line-shape functions was
performed in this paper. Explicit expressions of iMQC line
shape were developed in Sec. II. The results show that the
iMQC signals in the frequency domain no longer yield pure
Lorentzian or Gaussian line shape, but a line shape consist-
ing of several basic functions, modulated by an oscillating
cosine function. In spite of the similar spectral characteristics
for iMQCs and radiation damping, our results indicate that
their line-shape expressions in the frequency domain and the
corresponding cosine functions which lead to line-shape dis-
tortion are grossly different. The relevant features of the
spectral line shape were investigated in detail under the ap-
proximation of weak dipolar field effects. The peak height of
nth coherence order is found to be dependent on the flip
angle of the second radio-frequency �rf� pulse � in the
CRAZED sequence and M0 to the power n. The linewidths
of iMQC spectra of different coherence orders are found to
be independent of the flip angle �, completely different from

that of the radiation-damping effect. The phase distortions of

© 2005 American Institute of Physics17-1
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iMQC signals were explored mathematically and the derived
line-shape expressions were verified by the comparison be-
tween the theoretical predictions, numerical simulations, and
experimental observations in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, by tuning
the probe to different extent, we introduced the radiation-
damping effect of different strength and investigated how it
influences the iMQC spectra. In experiments related to iM-
QCs, one can judge whether radiation damping is also active
in an iMQC measurement by observing the negative-
amplitude regions of the experimental spectra.

II. THEORETICAL FORMALISM

A. Time-domain signal

The original CRAZED sequence4 shown in Fig. 1 is em-
ployed to excite the iMQC signals. Two field gradients with
relative area of 1 :n are used to select the n-quantum coher-
ence signals; G and � are the magnitude and duration of the
gradients, respectively; � is the gyromagnetic ratio; and �
and t are the time intervals of the evolution and detection
periods, respectively. The dipolar field Bd makes the Bloch-
Torrey equations nonlinear.12,13 However, when a strong lin-
ear field gradient is applied only along a single direction z
and the magnetization is spatially modulated on a length
scale small compared to the structural sizes of the sample,
the dipolar field at each point becomes a local function of the
magnetization at the same point and thus simplify the spin
dynamics.7,29,30 Our discussions presented herein is confined
to the approximation of weak dipolar field effects, as defined
by ��0M0t�1,7,29 to which most CRAZED experiments
performed to date satisfy �in the above �0 is the magnetic
permeability constant, and M0 is the equilibrium magnetiza-
tion per unit volume of the sample�. When the transverse
relaxation in the detection period is taken into account, the
signals in the laboratory frame by solving the modified
Bloch-Torrey equations including the dipolar field are given
by

s�t� = i−n−1M0�nJn���/� − 0.5�Jn−1���

− Jn+1����cos ��ei�0te−t/T2 �n 	 0� , �1�

s�t� = − iM0J1�− ��cos �ei�0te−t/T2 �n = 0� , �2�

where �= te−�/T2e−�k2D+1/T1�t sin � /�d, in which the wave num-
ber is k=�G� and the demagnetization field time is �d

= ���0M0�−1,8,9 and T1, T2, and D are the conventional lon-

FIG. 1. The basic CRAZED pulse sequence for detecting iMQC signals in
solution. The first gradient was applied immediately after the first rf pulse to
reduce the radiation damping in the evolution period �.
gitudinal relaxation time, transverse relaxation time, and mo-

Downloaded 07 Nov 2011 to 210.34.14.159. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
lecular diffusion coefficient, respectively. Equations �1� and
�2� show that the signal is proportional to a nth-order Bessel
function Jn���.9 Unlike the envelopes of conventional free
induction decays �FIDs� which satisfy a single-exponent
decay, the envelopes of iMQC FIDs grow up from zero at
t=0 before reaching their maximum amplitudes and then
slowly decay to zero, as shown in Figs. 2�a�–2�d�. Moreover,
no matter how large the flip angle � of the second rf pulse is,
the amplitude of FIDs at t=0 is always equal to zero. This
characteristic is grossly different from that of radiation-
damped FIDs.27,28 When radiation damping becomes the
dominant mechanism for the magnetization to return to the
equilibrium state, the envelope of the radiation-damped FID
is a truncated hyperbolical secant function �see Figs.
2�e�–2�h��.27

FIG. 3. Comparison of the theoretical spectra of �a� iMQC signal and
�b� strong radiation-damped signal. A linewidth of 1.59 Hz is assumed for

FIG. 2. FIDs of a sample with 50% H2O and 50% D2O. �a�–�d� iMQC FIDs
from different coherence order: �a� n=2, �b� n=3, �c� n=4, and �d� n=5;
�e�–�f� FIDs under strong radiation-damping conditions with different rf flip
angle: �e� 
 /2, �f� 2
 /3, �g� 5
 /6, and �h� 35
 /36. Note that the behavior
of iMQC FIDs is different from those of radiation-damped signals. Notice-
ably all iMQC FIDs start with zero amplitude.
both spectra.
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B. Fourier transformations of time-domain signal

As a special function in mathematics, the Bessel func-
tion Jn��� of integer order n has the following properties:31

Jn−1��� − Jn+1��� = 2
d

d�
�Jn���� , �3�
�, while in radiation-damped spectra they all vary with �.

Downloaded 07 Nov 2011 to 210.34.14.159. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
Jn��� = �
j=0

�
�− 1� j

��j + 1���n + j + 1�22j+n�2j+n, �4�

where ��j� is the gamma function defined by ��j�= �j−1�!
for integer j.31 With the simplified processes using the ex-
pansion treatment of the Bessel function, the complex Fou-
rier transform �FT� on FIDs can be obtained �see Appendix 1
in the supplementary material for details32�,
�S����n	0 = i−n−1M0�
j=0

�
�− 1� j+n�e−�/T2 sin �/�d�2j+n−1

��j + 1���n + j + 1�22j+n 
��2j + n��n − �2j + n�cos ��

� 1
T2

+ �2j + n − 1��k2D + 1/T1� − i��0 − ���2j+n , �5�

�S����n=0 = iM0�
j=0

�
�− 1� j�e−�/T2 sin �/�d�2j+1

��j + 1���j + 2�22j+1 
��2j + 2�cos �

� 1
T2

+ �2j + 1��k2D + 1/T1� − i��0 − ���2j+2 . �6�
In practice, one is interested in an absorption mode spectrum
that may be obtained by taking the real or the imaginary part
of the complex spectrum in Eqs. �5� and �6�, depending upon
the value of n.32 Our results show that an iMQC spectrum is
a superposition of a series of lines which are non-Lorentzian
or Gaussian �see Eqs. �a11�–�a14� in the supplementary ma-
terial for details32�. Clearly, the line shapes are distorted by a
cosine term as shown in Fig. 3�a� �the corresponding cosine
terms can be found in Eqs. �a11� and �a12� of the supplemen-
tary material32�. The iMQC spectra are very similar to the
radiation-damped ones, which are twisted by cosine func-
tions �Fig. 3�b��.27,28

To further verify the inerrancy of Fourier transform, the
integral of its Fourier transform was performed �see Appen-
dix 2 in the supplementary material for details32� and was
found to be equal to the first point �t=0� of iMQC FIDs,

FIG. 4. Spectra vs the flip angle � for a sample with 50% H2O and 50%
D2O from �a� iDQC CRAZED signals and �b� radiation-damped signals. In
iDQC spectra the peak height, but not the linewidth and phase, varies with
which is always zero. Therefore, the results manifest that the
area of the positive-amplitude region in an iMQC peak
�right-twilled region in Fig. 3�a�� must be equal to the area of
the negative-amplitude region �left-twilled region in Fig.
3�a�� since the full integral of an iMQC peak is zero. How-
ever, for a radiation-damped peak, the area of the positive-
amplitude region �right-twilled region in Fig. 3�b�� is always
greater than the area of the negative-amplitude region �left-
twilled region in Fig. 3�b�� unless the flip angle is 
. When
the flip angle is close to 
, the first point of a radiation-
damped FID is furthest away from the maximum amplitude
of the FID envelope and the spectrum continuously oscil-
lates.

C. Peak height

Since the approximation of weak dipolar field effects �

=��0M0te−�/T2e−�k2D+1/T1�t sin ��1 is satisfied in most real
systems, one may only retain the j=0 terms in the Bessel
Taylor expansions of Eqs. �3� and �4�.9,31 Therefore, under
the approximation of weak dipolar field effects, the peak
height of an absorption mode spectrum related to n-quantum
coherence can be further expressed as32

�S��0��n	0
absorb =

�− 1�n���0e−�/T2 sin ��n−1�1 − cos ��
2n� 1

T2
+ �n − 1��k2D + 1/T1��n M0

n,

�7�

�S��0��n=0
absorb =

��0e−�/T2 sin � cos �

2� 1
T2

+ �k2D + 1/T1��2 M0
2. �8�

For an absorption mode spectrum related to n-quantum co-
herence, the peak height is dependent on the flip angle � and
nth power of the magnetization M0. We have

absorb n n−1
�S��0��n	0 � M0 sin � �1 − cos �� , �9�

ense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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�S��0��n=0
absorb � M0

2 sin � cos � . �10�

Equations �9� and �10� with functional dependence on the
flip angle � provide a guide for optimizing iMQC signals,
which have been previously confirmed with experiments and
calculations based on product operator treatment.10 The pro-
file of the peak height versus the flip angle is remarkably
different from conventional sinusoidal form. The experimen-
tal results in Fig. 4�a� show that the optimal flip angle for
intermolecular double-quantum coherences �iDQCs� is
2
 /3, which has been widely applied in many relevant NMR
and MRI experiments.15,33 Considering a special case of n
=0 and 2 with the corresponding optimal angles ��=2
 /3
for n=2, and �=
 /4 for n=0� in Eqs. �9� and �10�, peak
heights are proportional to 3	3M0

2 /16 and M0
2 /4, respec-

tively. Peak intensities of iDQCs are about 1.3 times than
that of intermolecular zero-quantum coherences �iZQCs�,
which agree well with our previous conclusions using the
product operator derivation.10,15 For experiments performed
with a single-pulse sequence and a well-tuned probe, a saw-
toothed profile for the line shape as a function of the flip
angle is observed �Fig. 4�b��. This is the typical feature of
radiation-damped signals in the frequency domain, as has
been reported by Mao and Ye.27

D. Linewidth

With the help of the symbolic programming language
MATHEMATICA 4.2,34 theoretical linewidths �Table I� were
obtained by calculating the frequency shift at half-peak
height under the first-order approximation of the Bessel Tay-
lor expansion. The results suggest that the linewidth of iDQC
signals is about 50% narrower than that of conventional
single-quantum coherence �SQC� signals. The coefficients of
the expressions in Table I are approximately inversely pro-
portional to the coherence orders. For an absorption mode
spectrum related to n-quantum coherence, the linewidth can
be expressed under the approximation of weak dipolar field
effects as follows:

TABLE I. Theoretical linewidths for different cohere
absolute value, respectively.

n 0 1

Ph. mode 0.49/ �
�� 1.00/ �
�� 0.4
Av. mode 1.00/ �
�� 1.73/ �
�� 1.0

TABLE II. Linewidths for different coherence orders

n

G=0.9410−2 T m−1 G=

Ph. mode
�Hz�

Av. mode
�Hz�

Ph. m
�Hz

0 1.01 2.18 0.98
1 1.85 3.36 1.89
2 0.96 2.00 0.94
3 0.66 1.59 0.65
4 0.53 1.46 0.52
5 0.46 1.41 0.47
Downloaded 07 Nov 2011 to 210.34.14.159. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
���1/2�Ph = 1/�n
�� = �1/T2 + �n − 1��k2D

+ 1/T1��/�n
� �phase-sensitive mode� ,

�11�

���1/2�Av = �41/n − 1�1/2/�
�� �absolute value mode� ,

�12�

where �= �1/T2+ �n−1��k2D+1/T1��−1. Equations �11� and
�12� show that the linewidth is independent of the flip angle
�, which is confirmed by the results in Fig. 4�a� as well. The
linewidth of iMQC spectra becomes narrower with the in-
crease of coherence orders. All these characteristics can be
utilized to determine whether the detected signals are en-
tirely originated from pure iMQCs. The linewidths obtained
from the CRAZED experiments with several different gradi-
ent strengths are listed in Table II, in which the linewidth
ratios between any coherence orders are shown to be in well
accord with Eqs. �11� and �12�. On the other hand, the line-
width of strongly radiation-damped signals depends on the
flip angle �Fig. 4�b��.27,28 Only when the flip angle is infi-
nitely small, the line shape of strongly radiation-damped sig-
nal is Lorentzian with a linewidth described by �
Tr�−1,
where Tr is the radiation-damping time.24,27 Otherwise the
lines are narrower than �
Tr�−1. The bigger the flip angle, the
smaller the linewidth �Fig. 4�b��.27 When the flip angle ap-
proaches to 
, the line shape turns to infinitely oscillating
�Fig. 5�b��.

E. Phase

The phases of iMQC spectra are distorted due to the
cosine terms �see Eqs. �a11� and �a12� in the supplementary
material for details32�. The cosine function is constantly os-
cillating with a varied frequency. With the increase of coher-
ence order, phase distortion by the cosine factor becomes
more serious. The phase distortion of strong radiation-
damped signal is also due to the cosine function existing in

rders. Note: Ph. and Av. stand for phase sensitive and

3 4 5

� 0.33/ �
�� 0.25/ �
�� 0.19/ �
��
� 0.77/ �
�� 0.64/ �
�� 0.56/ �
��

ined from the CRAZED experiments.

10−2 T m−1 G=1.8810−2 T m−1

Av. mode
�Hz�

Ph. mode
�Hz�

Av. mode
�Hz�

2.04 0.94 1.84
3.43 1.92 3.49
1.94 0.92 1.90
1.56 0.63 1.55
1.40 0.55 1.38
1.30 0.48 1.28
nce o

2

9/ �
�

0/ �
�
obta

1.41

ode
�
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its line-shape expression.27 However, it is a function oscillat-
ing at a fixed frequency. The phase distortion arises from the
rising part of the FID envelope. If the FID simply decays, the
phase distortion would never be observed.28 In a single-pulse
experiment with strong radiation damping, phase is distorted
only when the flip angle is greater than 
 /2. When the flip
angle is close to 
, the phase distortion becomes significant,
consistent with the experimental observation �Fig. 5�b��.27

Note that the phase distortion does not always appear if
radiation-damping is not strong enough to become the domi-
nant mechanism for the magnetization to recover to the equi-
librium state �for example, when the radiation-damping time
is greater than or equal to the longitudinal relaxation time,
the phase distortion becomes obscure�. This is quite different
from iMQCs where the phase distortion always exists. The
term i−n−1 in Eqs. �5� and �6� indicates that there is a 
 /2
phase difference �Fig. 5�a�� for the adjacent coherence order
�i.e., �n+1�- and n-quantum coherences�. This feature may
help for designing phase cycling scheme to select iMQC
signals of the desired coherence order. Moreover, for a given
order n, there is a 
-phase difference between signals purely
arising from the adjacent multispin terms in the equilibrium
density matrix and properly designed experiments can detect
these multispin signals.9,35

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL
CONSIDERATIONS

In order to further verify the validity of our line-shape
theory, the characteristics of the resonance line shape pre-
dicted by the analytical calculations were compared with nu-
merical simulations and experimental observations, respec-

FIG. 5. Phase variations from measurements for �a� n-quantum �n=2, 3, 4,
5, and 6� iMQC signals and �b� radiation-damped signals for a sample with
50% H2O and 50% D2O. Note the 
 /2-phase difference for the adjacent
quantum �for instance, �n+1�- and n-quantum coherences� iMQC signals.
For radiation-damped spectra, when the flip angle is near 
, the phase be-
comes significantly distorted and with great oscillations.
tively. For comparison, the amplitudes of all spectra were

Downloaded 07 Nov 2011 to 210.34.14.159. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
normalized. Here the modified Bloch equation with a nonlin-
ear dipolar field term was used in numerical simulations. The
transversal and longitudinal relaxations were taken into ac-
count, but the diffusion and radiation damping were omitted
to make the calculations more tractable. The simulation
codes were developed in C�� language.36 The parameters
used in the simulation were as follows: evolution time � of
3.3 ms to minimize the longitudinal relaxation effects during
the evolution period; the transverse relaxation of 0.1 s; �d

was assumed to be 77 ms; and the amplitude and duration of
the iMQC-selection gradient were 0.05 T/m and 3 ms, re-
spectively. The near perfect agreements between the spectra
from the numerical calculation and analytical solution, as
shown in Fig. 6, demonstrate that the line-shape expressions
presented herein are applicable. In addition, the simulated
linewidths accord with Eqs. �11� and �12�.

Experiments were implemented on a Varian Unity+ 500
spectrometer equipped with self-shielded z-gradient coils and
5-mm HCN triple-resonance rf coil. The probe provides a
linear gradient field up to 0.3 T/m in the z direction and all
1H NMR spectra were recorded at 298 K. A typical set of
experimental parameters were as follows: a relaxation delay
�RD� of 30 s to allow the spin system to completely return to
the equilibrium state and prevent any possible stimulated
echoes; an evolution time � of 3 ms to minimize signal at-

FIG. 6. Comparisons of the spectra from theoretical prediction �solid lines�
and numerical simulation �dot lines�. The selected coherence orders are
�a� n=1, �b� n=2, �c� n=0, and �d� n=5, respectively.

FIG. 7. Comparisons of the spectra from theoretical prediction �solid lines�
and experiments �dot lines�. The sample is the same as that in Fig. 2. The
selected coherence orders are �a� n=1, �b� n=2, �c� n=0, and �d� n=5,
respectively. The linewidth values which were used for the numerical cal-

culation are listed in Table II.
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tenuation due to diffusion, transverse relaxation, and other
effects; and a gradient with a duration �=3 ms. Radiation-
damping effects were effectively suppressed during the evo-
lution period when the transverse magnetization Mxy was
rapidly dephased by the field gradient immediately following
the first rf pulse, and minimized during the detection period
by detuning the rf coil, with the duration of the 
 /2 rf pulse
extended to 140 �s. A sample with 50% D2O/50% and H2O
was used. The SQC longitudinal relaxation time is about
4.50 s and transverse relaxation time is 1.46 s. The molecu-
lar diffusion rate of SQC is 1.5910−9 m2 s−1. A good shim-
ming environment was necessary in order to get a good line
shape. Due to the influence of the magnetic inhomogeneities
and other uncertain factors, we used the experimental line-
widths �Table II� instead of the parameter � to fit the line-
shape curves. As shown in Fig. 7, the measured spectra and
the spectra calculated numerically with experimental input
agree reasonably with each other.

IV. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION OF LINE SHAPE
INFLUENCED BY RADIATION DAMPING

Figures 8�a� and 8�b� present some typical theoretical
and experimental spectra when the probe is best tuned and
matched. In such case, the radiation-damping effect is very
strong. The experimental resonance line shape at the
negative-amplitude regions seems to be inconsistent with our
theoretical predictions. However, by systematically tuning

FIG. 8. Comparisons of the theoretical spectra of �a� second-order and
�b� third-order iMQCs and experimental data acquired with the probe best
tuned �i.e., under the strong radiation-damping condition�. The disagree-
ments between theoretical and experimental line shapes at the negative-
amplitude regions mostly result from the radiation-damping effects.
the probe to different degrees, we found that the better the

Downloaded 07 Nov 2011 to 210.34.14.159. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
tuning, the stronger the radiation damping, and the heavier
the drop of iMQC spectra at the negative-amplitude regions.
Therefore, the disagreements in Figs. 8�a� and 8�b� are
mainly due to the radiation-damping effects. In practical ex-
periments related to iMQCs, radiation damping may not be
completely suppressed by the field gradient or probe detun-
ing. Hence how the radiation damping influences the iMQC
spectra is worth further thorough investigation. Moreover,
one can judge whether the detected signals are influenced by
radiation damping by comparing the negative-amplitude re-
gions between the theoretical and experimental resonance
lines.

V. SUMMARY

In this contribution, explicit analytical expressions for
iMQC line shapes of different coherence orders were de-
rived. With the approximation of weak dipolar field effects,
the corresponding features of line shape, such as peak height,
linewidth, and phase, were investigated in detail. All these
features were confirmed by numerical simulations and ex-
perimental measurements. The excellent agreements between
theoretical predictions, numerical calculations, and experi-
mental observations indicate that the line-shape expressions
may be employed to quantitatively interpret the iMQC spec-
tra and to better understand the iMQC effects. In addition,
the line-shape features can be utilized as a criterion to judge
whether the detected signals are solely originated from iM-
QCs and not influenced by other uncertain factors.

Due to the similarity of the line shapes and signal fea-
tures between iMQC and radiation-damped signals in highly
polarized liquid-state NMR experiments, detailed compari-
sons were carried out on peak heights, linewidths, and phases
between these two effects. All the results demonstrate that
iMQCs and radiation damping result from two different
physical mechanisms.
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